EAL Fall 2022 Workshops
The workshops will be held in East Asian Library's Art History Seminar Room, Room 341.
Ebooks and ejournals pertaining to Chinese Studies by Susan Xue
sxue@berkeley.edu
The workshop provides information on finding both licensed and open access e-resources in English and Chinese. In addition to
the full range of resources in subjects such as humanities and social science, there are suggestions on how to access, search,
and download these materials off-campus.
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/c.php?g=273436&p=1825226
Monday, Sept.19th, 2022, 3pm-4pm, Rm. 341
The UC Library Search: How to make it more effective by Ayaka Sato
asato@berkeley.edu
Are you interested in learning more about how to utilize the Library Search page with many of its options and how to find
academic resources through the Library Search page? Come to this workshop to learn about some of Library Search's recent
features as well as how to use it to find what you're looking for. By attending this session, you will gain a greater
understanding of where to find the resources you need, including how to use WorldCat Firstsearch, a subscription database of
valuable scholarly content.
Friday, Sept. 23rd, 2022, 1pm-2pm, Rm. 341
Tuesday, Sept. 27th, 2022, 3pm-4pm, Rm. 341
How to build up your bibliography of Chinese resources by Jianye He
jhe@library.berkeley.edu
The presentation will explain how to develop bibliographies and cite resources, with a focus on Chinese resources through the
use of print and electronic resources, such as China Academic Journal and Chinese Classic Ancient Book.
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/c.php?g=200504
Tuesday, Sept. 28th, 2022, 4pm-5pm, Rm. 341
Using Citation Management Tools for non-English resources by Ayaka Sato
asato@berkeley.edu
Citation managers are convenient tools for collating resources that you have quoted in your research. This workshop will cover
the basics of citation and making use of Zotero, including non-roman resources along with understanding the guidelines of
citing in Chicago format. All attendees who are new to citation or have full understanding of citation but would like more
information are welcome to join.
Tuesday, Oct. 4th, 2022, 3pm-4pm, Rm. 341
Conducting bibliographical research in the field of Korean Studies by Jaeyong Chang
changjio@berkeley.edu
This session will present the current situation in Korean studies in academic fields of North America and how to develop
bibliographies and reference materials for your research topic, with a focus on Korean studies through the use of print and
electronic resources.
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/korean-studies
Monday, Oct.10th, 2022, 1pm-2pm, Rm. 341
Japanese Studies and Language Resources by Toshie Marra
tmarra@library.berkeley.edu
The workshop will provide an overview of the East Asian Library’s Japanese collection and Japanese electronic resources in the
field of humanities and social sciences including JapanKnowledge, Asahi Shinbun Kurosusāchi, Yomidasu Rekishikan, Nikkei
Telecom 21, and J-DAC as well as other free online resources from the Japanese Studies guide.
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/subject-guide/Japanese-Studies
Wednesday, Oct. 12th, 2022, 2pm-3pm, Rm. 341

